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Fat is a financial issue
The unremitting rise

in obesity a burden
for employers and
care providers alike is
prompting authorities
worldwide to rethink their

approach
Andrew Jack

As New York officials ria were to undergo the procedure
the net gain to the economy within
mark the first anni
versary of an aggres three years would be an estimated
1 3 billion
sive health campaign
Rising obesity has not yet slowed
called Don t drink
yourself fat by step the advances in longevity achieved
ping up their advertising one in recent decades but treatments for
group is not offering its congratu complications ofthe overweight are
lations the soft drinks industry incurring growing costs Obese pa
The posters and videos released tients report higher rates ofdiabetes
by the city s health department por heart disease and stroke and have
tray images of a man opening a fizzy an increased risk of cancer arthritis
drink and swallowing orange fatty and lung disease
The costs of medical care linked
goo When did Big Apple become
Big Brother retaliates the Center to obesity are enormous reaching
for Consumer Freedom a business US 150 billion RM466 5 billion a
year in the US says Thomas Parley
funded lobby group
commissioner
New York s action is among the New York s health who
escalating initiatives being taken by has championed policies ranging from
public bodies in the US and around calorie counts in the city s restaurants
the world driven by an increasing to architecture designed to encourage
use of stairs rather than lifts in new
international recognition ofthe need
buildings We are moving to a situ
to tackle one ofthe world s most trou
ation where diabetes is becoming a
bling ill health trends obesity
The efforts raise the question of normal part of human existence
His concern is shared by other
which approaches work best —
how far the food and drinks industry public health experts who were lent
long part ofthe problem can become high profile support this spring by
part of the solution particularly at a Michelle Obama the first lady with
time when economic slowdown is her Let s Move campaign to encour
threatening government spending age exercise and improved nutrition
Her commitment which she said
on such programmes
The intensified action may yet was inspired by doctors concerns
trigger a new round ofmore aggres about her own daughters weight
sive regulatory controls affecting comes as a generation ofstrong pub
industry just as employers feel the lic health officials rise to influential
squeeze of rising healthcare costs positions and employers including
and falling productivity linked to the US military are struggling with
more obese staff
obesity among recruits
The public policy response could
Over the past 30 years obesity in
also lead to a much wider use of the

most drastic solution for those will

the US has more than doubled af

fecting well over one adult in three
ing to submit to it surgery In the and has tripled in children and ado
UK

— where on current trends

lescents to above 17

Amid the eco

as New York City s health commis

sioner who helped launch the ag
gressive campaign now being copied
in other parts ofthe US Dr Frieden
has since championed a fresh em
phasis on the topic as head of the
national Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention

But obesity once seen as a disease

ofdecadence is spreading fast in the
poorer as well as the more industr

ialised world sparking expressions
of concern and a range of recent
initiatives in China India and the

Middle East as well as parts of Latin
America — which have among
highest rates anywhere Worldwide
an estimated 1 6 billion adults are

now overweight with 400 million of
them classifiable as obese

Brazil long a champion of pub
lic health is debating warnings on
some foods akin to those on tobacco

packets The UN has resolved to hold
a first ever summit on non commu

nicable diseases in September next
year including discussion around
obesity Ala Alwan assistant direc
tor of the World Health Organisa
tion says that while infections such

as HIV long captured policymakers
attention other diseases were until

recently neglected with none identi
fied in the UN s Millennium Devel

opment Goals

He adds We are moving towards
a much more forceful era to strength
en the control and prevention ofnon
communicable disease

Most scientists agree on the caus

es of obesity While human beings
physical activity has declined signifi
cantly since their hunter gatherer
ancestors their consumption of en

ity is forecast to cost the National nomic downturn since 2008 there is ergy dense food has remained stable
Health Service nearly 50 billion some evidence that sales ofcheap but or increased And while it is easy to
RM239 5 billion a year by 2050 unhealthyfast food have held up bet put on weight it is much more dif
— John Black presidentof the ter than healthier alternatives
ficult to lose it afterwards
College of Surgeons last Wednes
This is a major public health
Once you get locked into a state
day called for gastric bands to be problem and the only widespread of obesity for a very substantial pro
fitted to many more people than one that is getting worse says Tom portion ofpeople it is phenomenally
the current annual 3 600 Ifjust one Frieden Dr Parley s predecessor difficult to go back to their original
in four who met the clinical crite

led
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Yet progress in tackling obesity
weight says Philip James head of
the International Obesity Taskforce a has been extremely limited While
think tank The evidence ofa ratchet weight loss has become a huge in
effect is pretty overwhelming the dustry there is little evidence that
most diets and supplements work
brain chemically adapts
Some recent studies also sug in the long term Prescription medi
gest obesity may be higher in chil cines have so far also proved only
dren born to overweight or smoking modestly effective with unpleasant
mothers and a poor diet in young and potentially severe side effects
children may have a long term im Rossner says It s depressing to
pact on the formation of bacteria in me as a scientist but the results of
their guts increasing their long term anti obesity drugs are not very im
vulnerability to diseases including pressive and we have little to offer
allergies
patients
Not all is gloomy At the Interna
Social changes including urbani
sation and industrialisation with a tional Congress on Obesity held in
shift towards more sedentary life Sweden in July some reports sug
styles have played a role Yet while gested that for the first time the rate of
these trends have been taking place growth ofobesity in children in some
over many generations the explosion countries including France the UK
in obesity has taken place in the past and Sweden was beginning to slow
30 years pointing to the primary role Tim Lobstein from the International
of changing food intake
Association for the Study of Obesity
David Kessler a former head of a group of specialists says We may
the US Food DrugAdministration be seeing a plateau
But he cautions that despite such
argues in his recent book The End of
Overeating hat social trends have signs the trend remains upwards
to the breakdown ofwell prepared particularly among the poor Fur
regular and healthy family meals thermore dips in the past have been
In their place is industry backed followed by fresh surges in obesity
hyper eating throughout the day and there are suggestions that slow
with a combination of aggressive ing growth may be exaggerated be
marketing widespread availability cause some obese children or their
and low cost supersized portions of parents are no longer co operating
ultra processed foods containing with studies and being weighed as
ever more tempting but unhealthy in the past
combinations of fat and sugar
France s Epode programme has
Many of the same trends apply generated international interest
in developing countries Stephan with its apparent success linked to
Rossner of the Karolinksa Institute strong political leadership overseeing
in Stockholm says There is evi a range of initiatives from improved
dence that Asians are more vul
school nutrition to town planning
nerable than Caucasians And in designed to encourage exercise
China with the one child family
Yet neither Epode nor the UK s
parents reward their kid for study more recent Change4Life pro
ing passively by giving them food gramme has so far produced much
and electronic games Things are systematic peer reviewed data That
going the wrong way
makes it difficult to assess the impact
There as elsewhere the result is

rising medical bills as well as work

place absenteeism Employers are
starting to respond with staff well
ness programmes A smaller number
take a harsher approach Alabama
and North Carolina government
employees refusing to participate
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logg the US cereal manufacturer
and Italy s Ferrero chocolate mak
er Change4Life s partners include
Mars the confectioner and Mc

Cain the frozen chips company
both of the US and Britvic the UK

soft drinks group
DerekYach in charge of global
health policy at PepsiCo of the US
another Change4Life partner which
has pledged significant reductions in
sugar salt and fat in its products and
to eliminate sales of sugary drinks
in schools says There are a lot of
industry efforts but many govern
ments are not thinking about get
ting behind them
Others are more sceptical of in
dustry s involvement suggesting its
participation helps burnish its im
age while compromising the ability
of governments to take a tougher
line on issues such as restrictions

on food advertising and labelling
taxes on salt and sugar content and
reduced subsidies that differentially
favour less healthy ingredients such
as palm oil Tarn Fry a director of
the National Obesity Forum a UK
based group says The time has
come for governments to take a firm
hand They are there to govern not
to kowtow to vested interests

Certainly corporate health pro
motion initiatives may seem mod
est in comparison to countervailing
trends such as a recent estimates
from the Federal Trade Commis

sion that in the US alone companies
spend US 1 6 billion ayear just on
food advertising directed at children
and adolescents

Equally labelling remains con
tentious with industry successfully
lobbying this year to prevent the Eu
ropean parliament approving a traf
fic light system as advocated by
th UK s Food Standards Agency to
of initiatives and to focus on those warn consumers ofless healthy food
with the greatest chance of suc ingredients In its place come vaguer
ceeding especially as governments guideline daily allowances
Finding the right partnership
struggling with austerity measures
are tempted to pare back on pre with the food and drink industry
vention programmes that will show will prove one of the most testing
little immediate return
issues in the coming years in any ef
Of additional concern is the

forts to reverse the current trends in

impact of the food and drink in obesity Dr Kessler along standing
in health checks are from this year dustry itself in fighting obesity Ep advocate oftough action against to
being charged a fat tax in the form ode s sponsors include Orangina bacco companies to improve public
of higher health insurance premi
health argues This will prove much
ums
Schweppes the drinks producer tougher We all have to eat
owned by Suntory of Japan Kel
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